Enhancing consumer online engagement through consumer involvement: A case of airline and hospitality services in Malaysia
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Consumer online engagement has seen a sight of emerging attention by marketing literature, but how consumer involvement, with its dimensions (importance, pleasure, sign, risk consequence, and risk probability), is linked with consumer online engagement still requires additional empirical analysis especially in the context of airline and hospitality services. The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between consumer involvement and its dimensions and consumer online engagement. The data are collected from the social media website and analyzed by using structural equation modelling through SPSS and Smart PLS 3.0 software. The findings imply that sign value was the major determinant of consumer online engagement. This indicates that marketers should acknowledge the importance of company’s symbolic value and design a suitable symbolic value to be parallel with the targeted consumers’ social status and personal images to increase consumer online engagement. Through examining the relationship among different variables, marketers could develop effective strategies to gain competitive advantages. The originality of this study lies within the research gap of the past researches on the antecedent of consumer online engagement. The antecedent considered is consumer involvement, suggested by previous researches.
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**ABSTRACT**

1. Introduction

Service sector has become increasingly important and it is a major job creator across the countries. Among the services provided, the major growing services are the airline and hospitality services in the tourism industry. These service sectors have been increasingly creating jobs, providing trade practices, drives export, increasing capital investment and entrepreneurships (Turner, 2018). According to Smith (2004), the airline and hotel services are interlinked with each other, as the modern hotel industry sees the significant growth rate along with air travel. Airline and hospitality services have seen dramatic increase in sales and they are essential for economic development. In the global level, the airline and hospitality services have gained a total of 1229.76 billion US dollar revenue in 2017 (The Statistical Portal). Even in Malaysia, airline and hospitality services have contributed approximately RM65 billion to gross domestic products (GDP) (Turner, 2018a). The large amount of contributions made by the services has
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increased the marketers’ interest to invest in airline and hotel sectors continuously to improve the service quality and perceived value for guests (Kapiki, 2012).

Airline companies in Malaysia have seen an increase in competition on many aspects even though this sector is an oligopoly market. With the emerging of internet and the impact of globalization, the international airline market in recent years have caused intense competition (Ion, 2011). International flight companies have enabled ease of purchase for the consumers and ultimately increased the availability of the choices. The main criteria for Malaysian in choosing airline is mainly due to the value for money and safety (Oyewole et al., 2008; Sukati et al., 2015). However, low quality of services offered such as flight delays, in flight experience, customer services and uncomfortable plane seats have caused consumers to have negative perception (Amiruddin, 2013). In addition, the recent strengthened policy enforcement of limiting 7 kilograms of hand luggage for every customer has had a negative impact on customers. Therefore, retaining customers is getting difficult due to the issue presented.

According to the Malaysian Association of Hotel (2015), the number of hotels in Malaysia increased from 1492 to 2628 hotels over the period 2000-2014. There is a difference of 1136 hotels in 14 years, which implies a huge development of hotel industry in Malaysia. The increasing number of hotels has intensified the competition among the marketers. As the supply for the hotels has increased, the demand for the consumers towards the hotel quality has increased too (Nasution & Mavondo, 2005). However, good services provided for the consumers are no longer sufficient to retain the consumers. Enhanced services in relationship such as build bonding and stay connected with the consumers have become prudent element.

One of the ways of bonding is to stay connected through social media. As the world is turning into a technological era, the consumers are also spending more time on the social media than before. In 2017, a total of 21 million people in Malaysia were accessed to the internet and 19 million of them were social media users (Internet World Stats). The most well-known types of social media are Facebook and Twitter (Sawyer, 2011). By using online social media, customer engagement can be built (Cabiddu et al., 2014) as customer engagement can be built through two different environments. According to Greve (2014), offline engagement is a one-way communication such as distributing brochures and spreading word of mouth while offline engagement is a two way communications. Consumers are able to provide feedback to the company and gain mutual understanding. Besides, cultivating consumer online engagement will eventually affect the long term relationship between the company and consumers. Consumer engagement has been discovered to be able to influence trust, loyalty, and brand evaluation in tourism context (So et al., 2014).

Preserving the connection and increase the involvement with the consumers will eventually lead to engagement with the service company (Bowden, 2009). However, the influencing factors of consumer online engagement is insufficiently investigated. Previous studies investigated customer engagement as the co-creation process to influence customers and company values (Kunz et al., 2017). Some researchers used customer engagement as an independent variable to influence commitment, satisfaction (Wirtz et al., 2013), loyalty (So et al., 2016), and subversion (e.g. Harwood & Garry, 2015). However, little attention is devoted to examine the consumer online engagement in consumer involvement perspectives. Furthermore, Floreddu and Cabiddu (2016) suggested that elements that affect customer engagement may require in depth studies to have a more comprehensive understanding.

Besides, consumer involvement has been used as uni-dimensional concept (Vivek et al., 2012; Alt- schwager et al., 2014; Hollebeek et al., 2014) and only a few of them have used multi-dimensional construct on consumer involvement (Kim, 2005; Liang, 2012; Celuch et al., 2014). Kapferer and Laurent (1985) stated that consumer involvement is a complex construct and single dimension is unable to represent consumer involvement comprehensively. Thus, this research uses multi-dimension as the construct for consumer involvement. Among all the proposed dimensions, consumer involvement profile’s constructs were used in this research. The constructs might be able to represent consumer involvement with
a huge coverage. Consumer involvement dimensions includes importance, pleasure, sign, risk consequence, and risk probability. These dimensions are usually examined for product category (e.g. O’cass & Fenech, 2003; Kim, 2005; Rahbarian & Meshkani, 2013). Nonetheless, these dimensions were also compatible and have used for service sector (e.g. Chen et al., 2008).

This research aims to examine the relationship between consumer involvement and consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services. The focus of study was in Malaysia because of the decreasing share price of airline (IATA Economics, 2018) and increasing competitiveness of hotels sectors in Malaysia (Syqirah & Faizurrahman, 2014). Through building consumer online engagement in this technological era, it has become possible to increase the competitive advantage and enhance customer-company relationship (Fernandes & Esteves, 2016). Hence, investigating the relationship between consumer involvement and consumer online engagement in multi-dimensions is essential in airline and hospitality services in Malaysia.

2. Literature review

2.1. Consumer involvement

Consumer involvement is important to understand the consumers’ attitude towards a certain product or services as well as to increase the level of interest (Guthrie & Kim, 2009). Involved consumers would develop more interest to the product or services due to the participation and eventually engaged with the company that goes beyond the purchase transaction (Żyminkowska et al., 2017). Consumer involvement is defined as the degree of importance of an object to an individual or an individuals’ ego structure.

Consumer involvement has been widely studied in multiple research area. However, the dimension of consumer involvement is still inconsistent. According to Laurent and Kapferer (1985), consumer involvement is a complicated variable and thus uni-dimensional variable is unable to measure the variable, extensively. Hence, this research applies a multi-dimensional consumer involvement as recommended by Laurent and Kapferer (1985). Consumer involvement is comprising of importance, pleasure, sign, risk consequence, and risk probability as the dimension (Laurent & Kapferer, 1985). Consumer involvement is the antecedent of consumer engagement (Hollebeek et al., 2014), this is because the consumers’ level of involvement will stimulate consumer engagement. This has been proven in several contexts including social context (Zhang et al., 2011), marketing context (Vivek et al., 2012), and tourism context (Harrigan, et al., 2017). In a research done by Vivek et al. (2012), consumer involvement and consumer engagement maintained a significant relationship with each other. Consumers who are actively involved in the services have found to be more engaged with the company (Leckie et al., 2016) in tourism context (So et al., 2014). Hence, this study proposes the following hypothesis:

H1: Positive consumer involvement increases the consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services.

Importance in consumer involvement is referred to as the perceived importance of the product (Laurent and Kapferer, 1985). It indicates whether a particular product or services is compatible with an individual goal. In addition, importance dimension is often associated with interest dimension as it refers to the level of personal interest and meaning that the product carries for an individual (Vazifehdoost & Kia, 2015). In a learning task design context, Chen and Darst (2001) revealed that high situation interest will precipitate the level of engagement rather than a low situation interest. In consumerism context, Chalil and Dharmmesta (2015) found out that highly involved consumers would find the products or services to be compatible with their hobby and eventually search for more information. Through the searching process, consumers tend to be more exposed and involved with the airline and hospitality services. By continuously exposing to the services, the likelihood of getting engaged with the company will be increased. Thus, this research believes that positive importance of consumer involvement would influence the engagement of the consumer positively. The following hypothesis is proposed:
H2: Positive importance increases the online engagement of consumers in airline and hospitality services.

Pleasure explains the hedonic value caused the enjoyment feeling given by the products or services to an individual (Laurent & Kapferer, 1985). Pleasure is often associated with the emotional values (Jung & Jin, 2016). In a context of conspicuous consumption of luxury brands, hedonic value can be attained by possession of the product (Truong, 2010). Pleasure value can be felt by the consumers through the services offered by the airline or hotels. Consumers enjoy the inflight service environment provided by the airline company such as the seats, music, foods, spaces and personal television. Those services will influence consumers’ pleasurable value (Chen et al., 2008). When a product or services provided the emotional appeal of pleasure value to the consumer, consumer would tend to have favourable feeling to the company (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001) and eventually consumer will be engaged with the company. Parker and Wang (2016) also investigated that engagement is the main reason for consumers to feel relaxed and has motivated the hedonic value. Thus, pleasure value will positively influence consumer engagement. The proposed hypothesis is as follow:

H3: Positive pleasure increases the consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services.

Sign is the key component of the company to influence consumer loyalty. It has a unique symbolic value perceived by an individual of a product or services (Laurent & Kapferer, 1985). The symbolic value perceived by the consumer is usually associated with the individual social status, personality, and identity (Chalil & Dharmmesta, 2015). For instance, luxury hotels are always perceived as a high social class by consumers and they are able to gain prestige value from staying in the hotel. Firat et al. (2013) found out that the symbolic value of a product or services is able to influence consumer’s consumption behaviour. Li and Sun (2015) also discovered that the symbolic value is very essential in determining the decision making of consumers to become loyal consumers. This view is also proven by Thongthip and Jaroenwanit (2016) found that emotional value perceived by the consumers is closely associated with brand engagement. They believed that consumers are associated with the airline and hospitality services through their images, personality or social status. Therefore, this research proposed the following hypothesis:

H4: Positive sign increases the consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services.

The concept of risk is vital in scientific researches but there is no unified definition or interpretation. One of the risk’s definitions proposed by Lawrance (1976) is the measure of possibility unwanted repercussion. Masoud (2013) observed that risk is essential in influencing the consumers’ behavior with great contribution on consumer decision making process. Risk is often associated with perceived risk and there were two types of perceived risk proposed by Laurent and Kapferer (1985) which were risk consequence and risk probability.

Risk consequence is different with risk probability. There is a thin layer of distinction between risk consequence and risk probability. Risk probability is a consumer’s consideration before purchasing the services while risk consequence is a consideration after purchase such as the negative consequence may face by the consumer. Risk consequence is an individual perceived importance of the possibility negative consequence through the wrong choices made towards a certain product (Laurent & Kapferer, 1985). However, having high risk consequence is not a good sign for building consumer online engagement. This mostly because risk consequence is a negative thinking towards the product or services that the choices they made might have negative consequence. In addition, consumers having risk consequence also proved of not trusting a product or service the company offered (Mukherjee & Nath, 2007). Without believing the airline and hospitality services, it is very difficult to build consumer online engagement. Lee et al. (2016) also stated that the uncertainty of having risk may cause diffusion and negative impact towards the brand relationship. Hence, the hypothesis derived is as follows:

H5: Lower risk consequence increases the consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services.
Risk probability represents the degree of consumer perceived mis-purchase (Quester & Lin Lim, 2003). The uncertainty of purchasing a product or services is often associated with the risk probability prior to making purchase decision. Risk probability usually occurs for consumers at the stage of consideration before the purchasing occurs. The risk probability perceived by consumers are including of financial risk, social risk, physical risk and technological risk (Gerber et al., 2014). In this research, financial risk is closely related to the context of airline and hospitality services. Consumers would consider the financial risk which is the cost incurred when booking the flight ticket especially from the low cost airliners (Ler-rhaintrakul & Panjakajornsak, 2014). They are uncertain if the price would increase or decrease in near future as the prices of the flight tickets are unstable due to promotions and yield management (Donovan, 2005). Therefore, consumers may perceive a certain degree level of risk probability prior to making a purchase.

However, perceived risk probability is a negative assumption towards the airline or hospitality services company. Consumers perceived that they might purchase the mistaken and unsuitable product for them (Laurent & Kapferer, 1985). According to Hu (2012), consumers will avoid risky purchasing decision for unfamiliar product or service. In addition, services will increase the perceived risk of the consumers due to the intangibility of services offered (Cases, 2002) especially in airline and hotel services. This shows that the higher perceived risk probability by the consumer, the lower the sense of engagement to the services. Thus, this study derived the following hypothesis:

\[ H_6: \text{Lower risk probability increases the consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services.} \]

2.2. Consumer online engagement

Consumer engagement is an emerging term in marketing academic research after 2005 (Brodie et al., 2013). Attention given to the marketing literatures are increasing in social media (Farook & Abeysekara, 2016; Roux & Maree, 2016), tourism (So et al., 2016), branding (Brodie et al., 2013; Greve, 2013; Apenes Solem, 2016), and mobile application context (Dovaliene et al., 2016). However, consumer engagement is still in its infancy stage of research.

During the past 6 years, the number of active social media users increased from 1.4 billion users worldwide in 2012 to 2.62 billion users in 2018 (Statista, 2018). It has shown a significant increment in the number of social media users. According to Wirtz and Gottel (2016), social media has become an important platform to stay connected with family, friends, colleagues and customers. Moreover, with the advancement of social media website, the consumers are allowed to participate in the activity held by the airline or hotel companies. Bonding between the consumers and company could be easily connected through the social media (Guha et al., 2018). Staying connected with consumers through social media has been practiced worldwide by many organizations such as Airasia, Malaysia Airlines, Marriot Hotel and Cathay Pacific by having their own Facebook or Twitter page. Through social media such as Facebook and Twitter, companies are able to create campaign, posts recent promotions upload tempting photographs of services and even broadcast live video (Ohajionu & Mathews, 2015).

Associate with that, this research has focused on consumer online engagement. In this paper consumer online engagement is referred to a degree of affective, behavior and cognitive attachment of an individual to a certain services or company through online social media. Consumer online engagement is an essential element to be studied in recent marketing literature. According to Bowden (2009), engaged consumers will subsequently build loyalty towards some certain brand. This indicates that cultivation of consumer loyalty will be easier if the consumers are attached or engaged with the services or company especially through the social media engagement.

Meanwhile, the inconsistency of the different dimensions proposed by researchers are present. Van Doorn et al. (2010) claimed that consumer engagement is a uni-dimensional construct while others believe that consumer engagement is a multi-dimensional construct (Vivek et al., 2012; Hollebeek et al., 2014). In a previous paper focuses on social media context, Dessart et al. (2015) recommended that future
researchers may establish a comprehensive consumer engagement dimension to stabilize the dimension. Hence, the dimensions of consumer online engagement in this research are inclusive of affective engagement, behavior engagement and cognitive engagement to enable a broader understanding.

2.3. Conceptual framework

The conceptual framework elucidates consumer involvement and its dimensions (importance, pleasure, sign, risk consequence, and risk probability) influences consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services. The proposed conceptual framework is presented in Fig. 1.

![Proposed conceptual framework](image)

Fig. 1. Proposed conceptual framework

3. Methodology

This is an applied study with quantitative method which distributes self-administered questionnaire through online software. There are three sections in the questionnaire distributed. The first section of the questionnaire is associated with the demographic background of the respondents. The following section measures the consumer involvement and is adapted from Laurent and Kapferer (1985) which contains of 15 questions. The dimensions of consumer involvement are inclusive of importance, pleasure, sign, risk consequence, and risk probability. The final section of the questionnaire contains 21 items to measure consumer online engagement variable adapted from Cheung et al. (2011). Both of the sections namely consumer involvement variable and consumer online engagement ranged choices from 1- strongly disagree to 5- strongly agree.

The target population of this study consists of active users of social media and possess purchase power. They also should have some experiences in purchasing airline tickets or booking hotel rooms prior to this study. Having past experience is important because the consumers have felt the services before and may have further understanding towards the service provided. The samples were collected through Facebook because it has the highest number of active social media users (Statista, 2018a). The study used cross sectional research design to collect the data from respondents only once. The data were gathered by using convenience sampling due to the unavailability of accurate number of population for social media users and consumers who have experiences in purchasing the services. Prior to the actual data collection, a pre-test was conducted to ensure the respondents understand the wording and meaning of the questionnaire. A total of 30 responses were collected from the pre-test and the results show that the questions were understandable. For the actual data collection, this research used a calculation equation to compute the ideal sample size of the respondents for unknown population. According to Smith (2013), it is appropriate to use equation calculation method to calculate the sample size for the unknown population. A total of 390 respondents completed the questionnaire.
4. Data analysis

The data collected was keyed-in by using Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS 22.0) and analyzed by using Smart PLS 3.0 which is Structural Equation Modelling software. Smart PLS is able to have a reliability test on both Cronbach alpha and Composite Reliability. In addition, this software also shows the validity result including of discriminant validity and convergent validity. Furthermore, path coefficient in Smart PLS was used to test the correlation between variables. Path coefficient is an instrument to determine the relationship of hypothesized model. Besides, path coefficient can determine the most influential independent variable. Therefore, Smart PLS was in used in analyzing the whole set of data. Prior to analyze the statistical data, validity and reliability were tested to ensure data reliability and to minimize the measurement error. The reliability of the questionnaires was tested by using Composite Reliability. According to Peterson and Kim (2013), composite reliability enables the weight of the construct loadings to be different and be able to observe the data’s true reliability. Meanwhile, convergent validity which is Average Variance Extracted (AVE) was tested to evaluate the data validity. Both results of the reliability and validity test were presented in Table 1. The results show that all constructs composite reliability were ranged from 0.666 to 0.929 and they were above the recommended value of 0.50 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). In terms of Average Variance Extracted (AVE), it can be observed that all the constructs were above the value of 0.40. According to Fornell and Larcker (1981), Average Extracted Variance of the constructs would be acceptable if it exceeded 0.4 and the composite reliability is higher than 0.6 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

Table 1
Summary of Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs and Indicators</th>
<th>Construct Reliability (≥0.6)</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (≥0.4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Involvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasure</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Consequence</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Probability</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Online Engagement</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Result of the Respondents’ Background

The background of respondents was presented in Table 2. Of the sample 390, 67.7% of the respondents were female and the remaining were male. The mean age group was 36 years old is within the range of 27-37 years old representing 37.7% of the respondents. This research also found out that more than half of the respondents (58.7%) were Malay followed by 33.1% of Chinese and 5.9% of Indian. These findings were similar with the report presented by Department of Statistics Malaysia (2010) on the ethnic group distribution of populations in Malaysia. It indicated that Malay ethnicity is the majority ethnic group in Malaysia and followed by Chinese which is the second largest group and Indian as the third group.

Table 2
Background of Respondents (N=390)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>32.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>67.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-26 years old</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-37 years old</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>37.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38-51 years old</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>58.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>33.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Results of Hypothesis Testing

As shown in Table 3, the path coefficient was tested on the relationship between consumer involvement and its dimensions (importance, pleasure, sign, risk consequence, and risk probability) and consumer online engagement. The findings show that consumer involvement significantly influenced consumer online engagement ($t= 12.749$, $p<0.01$). This result was consistent with the research accomplished by Vivek et al. (2009). The authors found out that consumer involvement was positively associated with the degree of engagement intensity. Involved consumers and active participants were interested in the services and caused them to engage. Liang (2012) stated that consumer product involvement has the ability to influence consumer behavior and help in developing consumer online engagement.

The result also show that importance variable was positively influencing consumer online engagement ($t= 4.334$, $p<0.01$) and consistent with the proposed hypothesis. Therefore, $H_2$ was supported. This result has shown a similar outcome attained by Thongthip and Jaroenwanit (2016). In another study on online users’ news Arapakis et al. (2014) disclosed that interested users will spend more time in browsing the social media and visits frequently. They believe this behavior will encourage engagement for the online social media content.

Similarly, this research has ascertained that pleasure variable positively influenced consumer online engagement ($t= 4.410$, $p< 0.01$). Thus, hypothesis 3 was supported. Based on the findings, pleasurable consumers were more likely to stay engaged through online social media with the airline or hospitality services. This result was in agreement with Blasco-Arcas et al. (2016) where they discovered that the more intense the emotion experienced by the consumers, the larger impact on the degree of engagement. The researchers also explain that emotional feelings will give an impact to the long term relationship between consumers and the company through online environments.

The path coefficient result has portrayed a positively influences of sign on consumer online engagement ($t= 4.981$, $p<0.01$). As a result, the proposed hypothesis 4 was supported. This result indicates a significant direct relationship between sign and consumer online engagement which is in line with the findings of Choubtarash et al. (2013). The researchers discovered that sign value such as compatibility of symbolic brand of the product and personal images is important and a major indicator influencing on the purchasing decision.

The findings discovered that risk consequence was positively correlated with consumer online engagement ($t= 1.413$, $p< 0.1$). In line with previous studies, the relationship between risk consequence and brand loyalty was weak yet risk consequence was positively influenced with the brand loyalty (Hochgraefe et al., 2012). However, the result was in contrast with other researches (Thongthip & Jaroenwanit, 2016) in milk products context. The research found a significant result between risk consequence and consumer brand engagement. The dissimilar result gained by this research may because of the main focus of the research context. Product or services in different segmentations and levels of services may produce different results. In addition, the positive standard beta acquired implied that when consumers perceived importance on the possible negative consequence of a mis-purchase increase, the tendency of having online engagement also increases.

Nevertheless, risk probability does not demonstrate significant relationship with consumer online engagement. This study found a different result in comparison with the past studies with regard to private apparel brands. Interestingly, other past research (Hochgraefe et al., 2012) verified that risk probability had no significant relationship with brand loyalty. Hochgraefe et al. (2012) explained that Swiss respondents had low to medium culture of uncertainty and hence they were prone to risk taking. In this context of study, the outcome of the research revealed that risk probability insignificantly influenced consumer online engagement. A possible explanation is the respondents may have high tolerance of risk taking. Although risk probability was considered as a prudent determinant of consumer online engagement yet the result of this study show insignificant relationship.
Table 3
Path Coefficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Std Beta</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMP &gt; COE</td>
<td>0.2314</td>
<td>4.334</td>
<td>Significant***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLE &gt; COE</td>
<td>0.2348</td>
<td>4.410</td>
<td>Significant***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIG &gt; COE</td>
<td>0.2444</td>
<td>4.981</td>
<td>Significant***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC &gt; COE</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>1.413</td>
<td>Significant*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP &gt; COE</td>
<td>-0.0726</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>Not Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI &gt; COE</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>12.749</td>
<td>Significant***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *** p= 0.01 t= 1.96, ** p = 0.05 t= 1.64, * p = 0.1 t= 1.28

5. Implications

This research has studied an important area in the marketing context which is consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services. This study attempts to address the potential relationships between consumer involvement and its dimensions (importance, pleasure, sign, risk consequence, and risk probability) in determining consumer online engagement. Since consumer online engagement is an emerging term in recent marketing literature there are not many studies accomplished on the relationship between consumer involvement profile dimensions with consumer online engagement specifically in airline and hospitality context. Hence, this research serves as one of the initial steps to enhance the understanding of consumer involvement and consumer online engagement.

The findings of current research were beneficial to marketing managers in terms of marketing positioning. This study empirically identified that important, pleasure, sign, and risk consequence positively influenced consumer online engagement. Hence, marketers should pay more attention in creating the sense of importance to the consumers to attract their interest. In addition, marketing managers could enhance the pleasurable values to the consumers throughout their in-flight journey or services in the hotel. This can be done by providing comfortable seats, serving delicious meals, Wi-Fi services and clean environment for the consumers.

The current study also found out that sign value was an important determinant of consumer online engagement, thus examining the compatibility of consumers’ personal meaning with the symbolic values of airline and hospitality is essential. Subsequently, risk consequence plays a vital role in determining engagement of the consumers through social media. Consequently, airline and hospitality services’ marketers have to minimize the risk of the consumers by ensuring the choices are correct and not disappointing. This can be overcome by portraying healthy company image and providing excellent services to increase their confidents. Marketing executives should acknowledge the importance of consumer involvement and consumer online engagement by applying this knowledge into their marketing plans.

Furthermore, this research has made significant implication for the consumers. Understanding the concept of consumer online engagement in airline and hospitality services context helps to provide a guideline for the consumers. Consumers could understand that their personal values of involvement could give an impact to their social media engagement behavior. A number of marketing strategies has been applied by the marketers to attract the attention of the consumers and eventually promote purchasing. Hence, consumers should be aware of the marketing strategies integrated by the marketers. They could apply the knowledge they possess to determine the services based on their suitability rather than attracted by those marketing strategies.

6. Limitation and Recommendations

Despite the implications made, several limitations do occur. This research was unable to generalize the result to the whole population of Malaysia. This is due to the sample size collected and the implementation of non-probability sampling technique. Next, the findings were unable to represent other travelers such as those who are not active social media users. Thirdly, this research only focuses on consumer involvement and its dimensions as the key determinant of consumer online engagement. Fourthly, the
research is only focuses on airline and hospitality context and does not emphasize on any brand or company. Thus, future research can further enhance the research with minimal limitations. Future studies could further improvise the research through conducting probability sampling techniques which may be able to generalize to the whole populations. Besides, future studies could enhance the research by including the inactive social media users in cultivating consumer online engagement. Next, enhancement of other possible factors in influencing consumer online engagement is essential. Finally, future research can emphasize on other context of studies and highlight on certain brand or company.

7. Conclusion

Airline and hospitality services have been developed in recent years through providing transportation and a place to stay for the consumers. Many consumers are travelling more often either to overseas or to domestic locations for leisure or business trips. However, some issues such as increase of competition have caused the airline and hospitality services companies to face instability. Therefore, one of the ways to ensure competitiveness is to get engaged consumers through online social media. In this study, consumer involvement and its dimensions such as importance, pleasure, sign, risk consequence, and risk probability have been perceived as important factors in influencing consumer online engagement.

The results have also revealed consumer involvement positively influenced consumer online engagement. Different dimensions of consumer involvement may have variety degrees of influence on consumer online engagement. Among the dimensions of consumer involvement, sign value was the main influencer of consumer online engagement and has the highest t-value (t= 4.981). This has revealed that sign value in airline and hospitality services was an important determinant of consumer online engagement through social media. Sign of the airline and hospitality services company carried different symbol to represent consumer personal image and social status. Thus, marketing managers should carry out more researches regarding their current symbolic value to find out whether this is compatible with their customers’ images or not. Nonetheless, this research has found out that risk probability was not correlated with consumer online engagement. A potential explanation is Malaysian make minimum prediction on mistakenly purchased product or services. Hence, consumer involvement dimensions except risk probability were prudent factors in influencing consumer online engagement through social media platforms.
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